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Disclaimer
The Department of Home Affairs (the Department) makes all reasonable efforts to ensure that the
information provided in this document is accurate. However, the contents of this document are provided
as a general guide only. The Department does not guarantee the accuracy, currency or completeness of
any information contained in this document. The Department will not accept any responsibility or liability
for any loss, however caused, arising from the use, or reliance upon, the contents of this document.
Before relying on any information contained in this document, you should always make your own
enquiries, consider your individual circumstances, seek professional advice, and check that the
information is accurate and current.
This document provides guidance and examples for the Regulated Air Cargo Agent (RACA)
application form and security program. It is intended to assist RACA applicants to understand the
requirements of the RACA application form and security program by providing information about, and
examples of, the measures and procedures a RACA security program must include. The measures
outlined in this document provide applicants with insights into how to establish their security operations as
a RACA.
Regulatory Submission Process
A RACA security program is provided to a RACA under subregulation 4.46(2) of the Aviation Transport
Security Regulations 2005 (the Regulations). Subregulation 4.46(2) states that a RACA security program
must set out the following requirements:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

measures and procedures to ensure security of the Organisation’s facilities;
measures and procedures to ensure security of the Organisation’s personnel;
training requirements and procedures for the Organisation’s personnel;
measures and procedures for clearing cargo;
measures and procedures to ensure the chain of custody for cargo;
measures and procedures for handling high risk cargo;

fa) if the RACA controls an access control point into a security restricted area at a designated airport—
the requirements mentioned in subregulation 4.46(2A) of the Regulations and,
g) measures and procedures for oversight of the operation of the measures, procedures and
requirements listed at a) to f) above, including quality assurance and incident response.
To apply to become a RACA, complete the RACA application form and security program and submit the
documents to national.coordinator@homeaffairs.gov.au.
Paragraph 4.43A(3)(b) of the Regulations provides for a 90 day consideration period for your application to
be assessed. This consideration period may be extended if further information and/or site access for
inspection is requested under subregulation 4.43A(7) of the Regulations.
Before you submit your RACA application and security program it is recommended you review Appendix A:
Checklist for RACA Applications at the end of this guidance document to ensure you have addressed all of
the required criteria prior to making a submission.
It is important that your organisation be aware that it is not able to, and will not operate as a RACA until it
has been designated as a RACA by the Department and a security program has been issued.
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Important concepts and definitions
What is a RACA?
A RACA is described in the Regulations as a business that:




handles, or makes arrangements for transport, of cargo to be carried on a prescribed aircraft;
examines cargo to be carried on a prescribed aircraft, in accordance with an examination notice
issued under the Regulations; and
is designated as a RACA by the Secretary.

A RACA must have the capability to examine and give clearance to air cargo in accordance with the
Department’s requirements. If a business wants to examine and give clearance to air cargo, it must first
apply to be designated as a RACA.

What is an examination notice?
An examination notice sets out the methods and equipment requirements for conducting piece-level
examination of and giving clearance to air cargo. Piece-level examination means that each individual box,
carton or other item in a shipment is examined by technology before it is given clearance and loaded onto
an aircraft.
Air cargo can either originate from a Known Consignor or receive clearance from a RACA which examines
the cargo in accordance with an examination notice. An examination notice is issued to a RACA once it has
been designated as a RACA. If cargo has not originated from a Known Consignor, cargo is examined, given
clearance and issued a security declaration by a RACA.
When examining air cargo, a RACA must:



comply with the examination methods outlines in the examination notice issued to it; and,
use approved examination equipment from the Air Cargo Examination Equipment List (ACEEL).

What is a RACA security program?
A RACA security program is provided to a RACA under subregulation 4.46(2) of the Regulations. The RACA
security program sets out the:








security of facilities
security of personnel
training for personnel
clearing cargo
ensuring the chain of custody for cargo
handling high risk cargo, and
oversight of the measures, procedures and requirements listed above.

Under regulation 4.46G of the Regulations, it is an offence for failing to comply with a RACA security
program. The designation of a RACA may also be revoked under regulation 4.44B of the Regulations if a
RACA fails to comply with its RACA security program.
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What is an unauthorised explosive?
All explosives must be considered unauthorised unless safety regulations permit it to be on board an
aircraft and a RACA has taken reasonable steps to confirm this (including by inspecting relevant documents
and checking the packaging of the explosives). In practice, unauthorised explosives of most concern are
those taking the form of an improvised explosive device (IED). An IED has the potential to cause
catastrophic damage to an aircraft. IEDs can be designed to look like everyday items. Containers, cavities,
packaging bags or boxes may also be used to conceal unauthorised explosives.

What is a trusted insider?
A trusted insider is one or more individuals with the access and/or inside knowledge of a company,
organisation, or enterprise that would allow them to exploit the vulnerabilities of that entity’s security,
systems, services, products, or facilities with the intent to cause harm.
A trusted insider may be someone who has been radicalised and seeks to knowingly cause harm by
inserting an unauthorised explosive into cargo. A trusted insider could also be someone who has been
bribed or coerced to insert a package into cargo, not knowing it to be an unauthorised explosive.

Outcomes-focused security
The Department takes an ‘outcomes-focused’ approach to assessing RACA applications. An outcomes
focused approach considers whether a business applying to be designated as a RACA meets a security
outcome, rather than prescribing a list of specific measures and procedures that must be implemented. This
means a business has the flexibility to determine how best to meet the required security outcomes.
For example, while traditional physical security measures such as fences, locks and gates can contribute to
a security outcome, the Department recognises that a business may have other ways of keeping cargo and
nominated sites and / or facilities secure. While a business might have fences, locks and gates at its
nominated sites and / or facilities, this does not necessarily mean that cargo will be secure. It is up to the
applicant to demonstrate how its security measures and procedures maintain cargo security.
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Regulated Air Cargo Agent (RACA) Scheme:
Application Form
The purpose of this section of the guide is to assist applicants to complete the RACA application form. The
headings and concepts in this section correspond with the headings and concepts in the RACA application
form for ease of reference.

3. Eligibility to be designated as a RACA
Section 3 of the RACA application form requires the applicant answer two questions which will determine
the applicant’s eligibility to apply and, if successful, be designated as a RACA.
If the answer to either question is “no”, the business is not eligible to be designated as a RACA. In this
instance, the applicant is encouraged to consider if an alternative scheme regulated by the Department may
be more suitable.

4. RACA security program
This section is contained in a separate document titled the “Regulated Air Cargo Agent (RACA) security
program” and forms part of this approved application form.

5. Examination equipment
To be designated as a RACA, a business must have the capability to examine and clear air cargo.
Section 5 of the RACA application form requires an applicant to advise the Department of the examination
methods used, or intended to be used, at each site and / or facility listed in the RACA security program.
Only one site and / or facility can be entered per table. If more than one site and / or facility is nominated,
the table at Section 5 must be duplicated as needed. The sites and / or facilities listed in the RACA
application form, including the name and street address assigned to each site, must be identical to those
nominated in the RACA security program.
Only sites and / or facilities where air cargo is examined and receives clearance should be listed. Sites and
/ or facilities where air cargo is not examined, such as corporate headquarters, should not be listed.

6. Previous RACA designations or Accredited Air Cargo Agent accreditations
Section 6 of the RACA application form must be completed in full by all applicants. This section requires
that an applicant provide information on any previous RACA designation or Accredited Air Cargo Agent
(AACA) accreditation held by the business. Information must also be provided if a previously held
designation or accreditation was revoked, and the reason for the revocation.

7. Declaration
Section 7 of the RACA application form must be completed in full by all applicants. The legal entity name
must be inserted where indicated. The legal entity name must be identical to the legal entity name listed in
Section 1.2: Legal entity details in the RACA security program. The first and last name and position title of
the person lodging the application must be completed and dated.
If the declaration is not completed, the application will not be considered complete and will not be accepted
by the Department.
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Regulated Air Cargo Agent (RACA) Security Program
The purpose of this section of the guide is to assist applicants to complete the RACA security program. The
headings and concepts in this section correspond with the headings and concepts in the RACA security
program for ease of reference.

1.Site Details
1.1 Nominated sites and / or facilities
Section 1 of the RACA security program identifies your Organisation’s nominated sites and / or facilities
which have the capability to examine and give clearance to air cargo in accordance with the Department’s
requirements. The tables in the following sections must be completed.

1.2 Legal entity details
In this section you are required to provide all the information about your Organisation’s status as a legal
entity.

1.3 Site details
This section requires applicants to complete the table, which includes providing information about the
location of the sites used by the RACA.
Below is an example of how you might complete this information in your security program.
Proximity of site and / or facility to an airport
Site and / or facility located on an airport or located
adjacent to an airport with direct access onto the
airport premises:

☐ No

If yes, is it a security controlled airport?

☒ Yes

☒ Yes

☐ No
☐ N/A
If the site and / or facility is located on an airport or adjacent to an airport with direct access onto the
airport premises, provide the name of the airport, a description of airside operations and landside
operations and, the processes for controlling airside access:
This facility is located at Example Airport.
Landside access
The landside operations at this airport are:
 Receiving cleared/uncleared cargo at the reception area of the cargo facility or at the roller door
entry to the cargo facility. The person dropping off the cargo is not permitted past these points.
 Storing, packing, consolidating and deconsolidating cleared/uncleared cargo within the respective
secure cleared cargo/uncleared cargo area of the cargo facility.
Landside cargo operations take place within the cargo facility and not within any other area of the Airport.
Landside access points to the cargo facility are locked with key locks at all times when not in use, with
keys held by the Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations manager. When those access
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points are in use they are monitored at all times by a staff member with an appropriate ASIC. CCTV also
monitors these access points.
The reception door is unlocked during opening hours but the internal door between reception and the rest
of the facility (including secure areas) is locked and controlled with keycard access.
Airside access
The airside operations at this airport are transporting cargo to aircraft for loading, and loading cargo on
aircraft for uplift. Both of these activities occur on the tarmac.
Airside access from the cargo facility is via one of two doors:
 The first is a roller door which is kept closed and locked at all times except when cargo is being
moved through it to the tarmac, or from the tarmac into the facility. The doorway is supervised by
a staff member with a red ASIC while open. The lock is opened via a key held by the Cargo
Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations Manager who unlocks and opens it when required;
 The second is a doorway which is used by staff to access the tarmac when not transporting cargo.
The lock is opened via a key held by the Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
Manager who unlocks and opens it when required. The doorway is supervised by a staff member
with a red ASIC while open.
When an airside access roller door is open, all landside doors apart from the reception door, are locked to
prevent access, however the door between reception and the secure areas is locked at this time.
Only Example Airport Cargo facility staff are permitted within the facility (with the exception of reception)
when either airside access door is open.
The reception door is unlocked during opening hours but the internal door between reception and the rest
of the facility (including secure areas) is locked and controlled with keycard access.
All Example Airport Cargo facility staff permitted airside access hold red ASICs.
The airside access to the roller door is monitored by CCTV.
Tip: RACAs can employ a variety of measures for restricting airside access to satisfy the
requirements of the security program. Whichever measures you choose, be clear and descriptive in
your security program.

Shared User Arrangements
Site and / or facility is shared with another entity:

☐ No
☒ Yes

If yes, provide entity details:

Name: ABC Pty Ltd
ABN: 81 123 456 789

Are you the controlling operator for the site and
other organisations share the facility/ lease the
facility from you:

☐ No, the entity above is the controlling operator

Do you control all facility security measures for the
whole site:

☒ No, shared with the entity identified above

☒ Yes
☐ N/A

☐ Yes
☐ N/A
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If the site and / or facility is shared with another entity, describe the processes for restricting access to
your cargo:
This facility is operated by our Organisation. Part of the site has a shared lease arrangement with ABC
Pty Ltd, which is another RACA. The perimeter fencing is controlled by our Organisation, however ABC
Pty Ltd manage their own internal facility security where cargo is handled as per their RACA security
program.
All staff access the facility via the reception door (there are two reception desks one for each
organisation) which is secured with a key lock and locked outside business hours, and then via an
internal door which is secured with keycard access in the reception area.
The common kitchen area and the loading area is a shared space however no cleared air cargo will be
left unattended in these areas. Cargo in the loading area is under constant visual surveillance and CCTV.
Should cleared cargo be stored on site instead of immediately loaded for transport, ABC Pty Ltd
personnel do not have keys to our locked cargo store room and are unauthorised to enter the room.
ABC Pty Ltd staff and our staff have different uniforms and are clearly distinguishable. At no time would
ABC Pty Ltd personnel be required to be near our cargo and would be challenged by staff
Do you share examining equipment with this or
another entity/organisation?

☐ No
☒ Yes
☐ N/A

If ‘yes’ describe what equipment is shared, who owns the equipment and what user arrangement is in
place to share use of the equipment:
• Our Organisation has a contract with ABC Pty Ltd which is a facility co-share agreement only with the
Example Airport facility and will operate using the same examination equipment.
• ABC Pty Ltd will not examine cargo on behalf of our Organisation and our Organisation will not screen
cargo on behalf of ABC Pty Ltd.
• At no point will our staff handle ABC Pty Ltd’s cargo and vice versa. All un-cleared cargo within the
warehouse will be segregated at the front of the depot and will not be mixed with security cleared
cargo.
• Both ABC Pty Ltd and our Organisation will control separate equipment calibration test and
examination registers which will be made available for audit purposes.
• Access to the warehouse is monitored by CCTV along with key card entry points.
• All staff are required to have ASICs and complete the sign in register before entering the facility.

1.4 Agreement to your security program
Section 1.4 requires your Organisation to complete a declaration which includes agreeing to comply with
the security program and to your responsibilities as a RACA.
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2.General obligations
Section 2 outlines that if designated as a RACA your Organisation is responsible for understanding the
requirements under its security program, as well as all relevant legislative and regulatory requirements.
You are not required to input any information in this section but it is important that you read and
understand it.

2.1 Program scope and objectives
Section 2.1 outlines the scope and objectives of the security program and the relevant regulations which
apply.

3.Compliance obligations
Section 3 outlines that if your Organisation is designated as a RACA it is required to maintain and comply
with the requirements outlined in its security program.

3.1 Department compliance arrangements
Section 3.1 provides information about the Department’s auditing of any site or facility covered by the
security program, including the requirement for RACAs to notify the Department of any changes to the
security program.

4.Facility security
Under regulation 4.46(2)(a) of the Regulations, your security program must set out the measures and
procedures to ensure security of your Organisation’s facilities.
Facility security refers to the physical measures and procedures implemented by a business to deter and
detect unauthorised access to a site and/or facility. It is the responsibility of a RACA to ensure that air cargo
is secured and protected from any unauthorised access, interference or tampering.

4.1 Physical security and access control
Section 4.1 requires applicants to describe the measures and procedures used to ensure security of your
RACA site(s). Where your Organisation has more than one site, specify that the measure/procedure
applies to “all sites”, or where the measure/procedure varies, specify which site(s) it applies to.

Tip: Some RACAs may not store cleared air cargo, but rather examine and clear air cargo that is then
immediately loaded onto an aircraft. This may occur where a RACA receives uncleared air cargo at a
non-examining site and takes the cargo to the examination site at the airport for clearance and loading.
If your business handles and clears air cargo in this manner, you will need to demonstrate how the cargo
is kept secure from clearance until it is loaded onto an aircraft.
Measures and procedures for each site, examining and/or non-examining, must be listed separately.
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4.1.1

Building security

Enter your measures and procedures for building security into Section 4.1.1 and include out of hours
measures and procedures.

Considerations
What are the buildings where cargo is
handled constructed of and how do they
deter unauthorised access?
How are access points and potential
access or insertion points, such as
windows, vents and skylights for
buildings where cargo is handled
monitored or secured against
unauthorised access or insertion of
objects at all times?

Example


All buildings are of sound construction with entry/exits
points and roller doors are closed and locked when not in
use and monitored under surveillance as per section
4.1.4.
Access points are closed and locked outside of operating
hours. Windows are covered by security screens. All
access points are monitored by CCTV




How are building access points secured
to deter unauthorised access when not in
use and out of hours?

4.1.2

Building access points are locked by key/electronic swipe
access. Only authorised personnel with ASICs hold
keys/access cards to the building.

Perimeter security

Section 4.1.2 requires you to enter the measures and procedures implemented by your business in relation
to perimeter security including out of hours measures and procedures.
Considerations

Example

What type of fencing is used where
cargo is handled and how does it deter
unauthorised access of persons or
vehicles?



Fence surrounding perimeter is made up of cyclone
mesh 2.8 metres high and topped with barbed wire.

How are access gates for areas where
cargo is handled are monitored or
secured against unauthorised access of
persons or vehicles at all times?



Vehicle and pedestrian gates to premises are closed and
locked when not in use and outside of operating hours.
During operating hours, cargo handling team have
constant visibility of access gates and monitor.

How are all access gates to the site and /
or facility secured to deter unauthorised
access when not in use and out of
hours?



Vehicle and pedestrian gates to premises are locked by
padlock and key when not in use and outside of
operating hours. Gates are monitored by CCTV, and
when open are monitored by staff as well.

Any other factors that contribute to
perimeter security.



The site and / or facility perimeter is patrolled hourly by
security guards out of hours.
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4.1.3

Signage

Section 4.1.3 requires you to enter the measures and procedures implemented by your business in relation
to signage.
Considerations

Example

How is signage used at secure area
access points?



Signage is displayed at all secure area access points to
alert that no unauthorised access is permitted.

How is signage used to remind
employees of their security
responsibilities?



Signage reminders for employees are displayed around
the facility to remind them of their responsibilities (e.g. to
challenge and report any unauthorised persons or
suspicious behavior in secure areas, etc.).

How is closed circuit television signage
used?



‘Area is under CCTV surveillance’ signage is displayed
where applicable (i.e. where CCTV coverage occurs),
such as cargo handling areas, cargo storage areas, at
perimeter and facility entrances and exits, in areas
external to the cargo terminal both airside and landside
and in overnight parking areas for cargo vehicles, etc.

How is signage used to inform customers
that cargo will be subject to security and
clearing procedures, and that it is illegal
to consign as cargo, without
authorisation, explosives and explosive
devices?



Signage displayed in cargo consignment areas informing
customers that:
 cargo will be subject to security and clearing
procedures; and,
 it is illegal to consign as cargo, without
authorisation, an explosive or an explosive device.

4.1.4

Surveillance

Enter your measures and procedures for surveillance into Section 4.1.4 and include out of hours measures
and procedures. Detail which external and internal areas of each site are covered by surveillance.
Considerations

Example


CCTV
-

What internal and external areas
are covered by CCTV?

-

Who monitors CCTV and where
are they based?

-

Is CCTV monitored internally or
by an external company?



-

Is CCTV under continuous
observation?




The warehouse has six CCTV cameras recording 24/7.
The areas covered by CCTV are:
 site and / or facility entrances and exits;
 cargo handling areas;
 cargo storage areas;
 overnight parking areas for cargo transport vehicles.
CCTV is monitored in real time when staff with a valid
ASIC are not onsite and footage is kept for 30 days.
CCTV footage can only be accessed by contracted
security officers located within a secured head office.
CCTV footage can be viewed by the Managing Director.
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Intrusion detection alarms
-

When are alarms active?

-

Which entry points are alarmed?





Intrusion detection alarms are activated out of business
hours, the warehouse has alarms systems activated and
monitored as per section 4.1.5.
All pedestrian doors and vehicle roller doors are
alarmed.

Entry warning system



The main pedestrian entry point into the warehouse has
an infrared beam system that sounds a bell. When a
person walks through the beam, the circuit is interrupted
and this causes the alarm to sound an audible warning.
The warning buzzer is mounted in a suitable location that
can be heard by personnel at all times.

Visual oversight



During operating hours, personnel work in teams and
have constant visual oversight over cargo handling and
storage areas.

4.1.5

Alarms

If applicable, enter your measures and procedures for alarms into Section 4.1.5 and include out of hours
measures and procedures.
Considerations:

Example:

When is the back to base alarm system
engaged?



Back to base alarm systems are activated at all times
outside of the hours of operation outlined in section 1.3.

Whether the alarm is monitored internally
or by an external contractor. If an
external provider, detail who they are.



Intrusion detection Alarms are monitored by in house
security guards on a 24/7 basis
OR
Contracted security guards as listed in section 5.4.4 will
attend to alarms when they are activated.


What occurs if the alarm is activated?



The external contractor <provide contractor business
name> will send a security guard to inspect the alarm
location.

Who in your Organisation is notified of
the alarm and the resolution?



Once an alarm is activated, the internal security guards
will notify the Cargo Operations Manager.

What occurs following an alarm breach?



After an alarm breach a full site inspection of the
premises will be completed within 8 hours, inspecting for
evidence of unauthorised entry. A report of the incident
will be completed and kept for 24 months in the Cargo
Operations Manager’s office. Changes to security
measures may be implemented if necessary.
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Which external and internal areas of
each site are covered by alarms?

4.1.6







The following areas are covered by alarms:
site and / or facility access points;
building access points
cargo storage areas; and
Cargo Operations Manager’s office and administration
areas and / or facility entrances.

Access control

Enter your measures and procedures used to control internal and external access to your site(s) into
Section 4.1.6 and include out of hours measures and procedures.
Considerations
When is access to the facility permitted?

Example




Whether certain areas such as cargo
handling areas, cargo storage areas and
security information storage areas, have
access restricted to authorised persons.





Access is limited to the hours between 6.00am and
8.00pm Monday to Friday, 7.00am to 2.00pm Saturday,
and Sunday 9.00am to 12.00pm.
Outside of these hours the facility is locked and access is
restricted to the Cargo Operations Manager and Deputy
Cargo Operations Manager, who are both ASIC holders.
Access to cargo handling and storage areas and/or
security information storage areas is restricted to
personnel who have a legitimate purpose and display
appropriate identification such as an ASIC.
Cleaners and contractors are not authorised to access
secured air cargo areas and have not been provided
keycard access passes. Should access be required, the
cleaner or contractor will be under constant supervision
and escorted by an ASIC holder.

How is access to secure areas
controlled?



Secured areas are controlled with keycard locks (internal
doors) with key locks (external doors) and only
accessible by an ASIC holder.

Is there an access register? Who
manages the access register?



An access register is held by the Cargo Operations
Manager and reviewed monthly. Any discrepancies in
access remains the responsibility of the Cargo
Operations Manager and will be actioned.

Restrictive precautions.



Authorised persons are not permitted to bring personal
bags, packages or non-essential items into cargo
handling and storage areas.

Security culture



All staff are required to challenge any person in a
restricted area who is not known to be authorised or is
not displaying appropriate identification.
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Tip: A RACA can take several steps to restrict access if technology is not available. For example, using
key locks instead of a keycard system, or not permitting staff to work alone with cargo at any point along
the supply chain.
Provide details of how keys are secured. For example, the Cargo Operations Manager has a copy on
person and a second set are in a locked cabinet in a locked office.

4.1.7

Access control for airside areas and airport security zones

If applicable, insert your measures and procedures for access control for airside areas and airport security
zones into Section 4.1.7 and include out of hours measures and procedures.
Considerations

Example

How is access to airside areas, airside
security zones and landside security
zones restricted and who manages this?



Access into airside area is controlled by key locked
security doors. These areas are managed by the airport
authority.

How are all airside doors and landside
doors secured?



Only red ASIC holders have keys to open locked airside
and landside doors, roller doors and gates.

How are airside access roller door and/or
airside access standard doors managed?



Airside access points and roller doors are locked at all
times when not in use. When open during operational
hours to move cargo, these doors are manned by staff
who hold a red ASIC.

How is airside access restricted to
authorised personnel?



Airside access is only permitted to employees who have
a legitimate purpose, and hold and display a red ASIC.
The door between reception and secure areas is locked
when not in use and is controlled with keycard access.



4.1.8

Failure of facility security

Insert your measures and procedures in the event of a failure of facility security into Section 4.1.8.
Considerations
Who are incidents reported to and when?

Example



What measures are in place to ensure
cargo has not been compromised as a
result of the failure?



All incidents are reported to the Cargo Operations
Manager as soon as they are detected. Any criminal
evidence will be reported to the Police.
Any failure in facility security will be reviewed and
rectified by the Cargo Operations Manager.
Any cleared cargo will be re-examined to ensure no
tampering has occurred.
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4.1.9

Physical security of cargo transport vehicles

Insert your measures and procedures used to secure cargo transport vehicles into Section 4.1.9 and
include out of hours measures and procedures.
Considerations

Example

How do you secure vehicles
used/intended to transport air cargo?



Vehicles being used to transport cargo are roadworthy,
of sound condition and are always locked to prevent
unauthorised access.

Where are keys for vehicles stored when
not in use?



Keys are stored in the Cargo Operations Managers
office in a weighted locked safe secured by electronic
combination lock.

Who has access to keys for vehicles?



Only the Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo
Operations Manager have the access code to the safe
where keys are stored. A register must be completed
prior to receiving keys and must be approved by the
Cargo Operations Manager.

Where are vehicles used to transport
cargo parked?



Passenger and cargo areas of vehicles used to
transport cargo are parked in secure areas, locked
when unattended or not in use. These areas are
monitored by in house security after hours.

Any other security measures, such as
regular vehicle inspections.



Inspecting vehicles used to transport cargo for damage,
tampering or insertion of unauthorised objects daily
prior to use and after any significant period left
unattended in an unsecured area.

Tip: Future plans such as the introduction of new security measures or technology relating to facility
security should be recorded in Attachment E of the security program.
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4.2 Information security
Section 4.2 outlines how your Organisation must protect security sensitive information from unauthorised
access, amendment or disclosure. Use the prompts in the template to specify which role(s) are responsible
for information security and list any additional responsibilities if applicable.
Insert your measures and procedures for protecting security sensitive information against unauthorised
access, amendment and disclosure into this section.
Considerations

Example

How are physical copies of security
information stored securely?



Physical copies of security information are stored in the
Cargo Operations Manager’s office, in a lockable cabinet
secured with an electronic combination lock.

How do you maintain the integrity of
security sensitive information?



Security sensitive information is identified and classified
appropriately.
Records of authorised disclosure of security information
are retained.


Who has access to physical securitysensitive information?



The Cargo Operations Manager and Deputy Cargo
Manager have the access code to the cabinet where
physical security-sensitive information is kept and are
authorised to access this information.

How are electronic records stored
securely in computer systems?



Electronic records are password-protected with access
restricted to authorised personnel with an ASIC only.
Passwords are only available to staff that require access
and are required to be changed every three months.
Electronic records are protected by firewalls.


Who has access to electronic securitysensitive information?



The Cargo Operations Manager and Deputy Cargo
Operations Manager have the login and password to
access electronic security-sensitive information. The
login and passwords are not shared with other staff
members.

Tip: Specify where the lockable filing cabinets with physical copies of security sensitive information are
stored, and what type of locking mechanism is used e.g. key lock, combination lock etc. Specify the job
role/s with access to the leys to this cabinet.
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4.3 Security of passwords, access codes, keys and access devices
Section 4.3 requires you to provide measures and procedures for ensuring security of passwords, access
codes, keys and access devices where applicable.
Give consideration to the types of access controls you have specified in Section 4.1 (e.g. keys, pin codes,
electronic swipe access, etc.) and protection of information security in Section 4.2 (e.g. password protected
computers, etc.) and describe here in Section 4.3 how these are managed.
Use the prompts in the security program template to describe who (which role/position) is responsible for
controlling the relevant items and, if applicable, who (which role/position) manages any registers and where
these registers are kept.

4.3.1

Passwords and access codes

Insert the measures and procedures used at your Organisation for changing password and/or access codes
into Section 4.3.1, including how often Passwords and/or access codes are changed.
Considerations

Example

Is there a regular schedule for changing
passwords/access codes?



Passwords are changed every month.

Are passwords/access codes changed
when staff depart?



Passwords are reset when staff with security access leave
the Organisation.

Are passwords/access codes changed
when a security incident occurs?



Passwords are reset when a security incident involving
unauthorised access to security areas and/or security
zones has been determined by the [insert position] to have
compromised access control security.

4.3.2

Keys and access devices

Insert measures and procedures used at your Organisation for managing keys and access devices into
Section 4.3.2, including who (which role/position) conducts audits of keys and/or access devices and how
often the audits are conducted.
Considerations
What type of information will an audit
verify

Example




Nominated staff are issued with the correct keys and
access devices for their role;
Any loss of keys or access devices is reported, recorded
and investigated; and
Keys and access devices that are held in storage have
been issued and returned correctly.
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When are keys and/or access devices
e.g. keycards changed?



Keys and access devices are changed when a security
zone has been compromised. For example:
 when a security incident involving unauthorised
access to secure areas occurs; and
 When key locks or electronic locks fail and
replacement is required.

4.4 Records management
Section 4.4 relates to records management and outlines the requirements your Organisation must adhere
to. Records must include all information required by the Regulations and be made available to the
Department on request.
Considerations

Example

Who (which role) holds the records?



The Cargo Operations Manager is responsible for
records in the Organisations possession and ensuring
they are accurate.

Where are records kept?



Records are kept in a lockable safe in the Cargo
Operations Managers office.

How long are the records kept?



Records are kept for 12 months or in line with
requirements under this security program, the Aviation
Transport Security Regulations 2005 or the Aviation
Transport Security Act 2004 if these requirements are
longer than 12 months.
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5. Personnel security
Section 5 relates to personnel security and outlines the requirements your Organisation must adhere to.
This includes a personnel security risk assessment and identifying the staff which should hold an ASIC.
In this section, insert your key internal and external risk factors that may impact on your Organisation’s
personnel security measures and procedures.
Considerations
a) Key internal risk factors identified

b) Key external risk factors identified

Example





Threat of a trusted insider.
Theft or damage to company property.
Unauthorised disclosure of sensitive information.
Fraud.







Unlawful interference with cargo.
Threat of a trusted insider.
Theft or damage to company property.
Unlawful access to facility or property.
Fraud.

Your Organisation must also have measures and procedures in place to mitigate the key internal and
external risk factors identified. This includes measures and procedures to address the internal risk from the
threat of trusted insiders unlawfully interfering with air cargo.
Add to Section 5 your measures and procedures used to mitigate the key internal and external risks
identified.
Considerations
a) Measures and procedures to mitigate
key internal risk factors, including risks
from trusted insiders

Example










Appropriate ASIC clearance for staff required to access
facilities.
Staff required to wear uniforms and display ID at all
times.
Security training for all staff.
Restricted access with keycards/keys.
Individual passwords to log into IT systems.
Monitored IT security.
Proactive security challenge culture
Uncleared cargo stored in a secured area and locked in
a steel storage cage
Cleared cargo stored in a secured area and locked in a
steel storage cage.
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b) Measures and procedures to mitigate
key external risk factors






CCTV.
Visitors to be signed in, identified and escorted.
Restricted access with keycards/keys.
Cargo stored in a secured area and cleared cargo also
locked in a steel storage cage.

5.1 Staff that must hold an ASIC
A key part of personnel security is background checking. An Aviation Security Identification Card (ASIC) is a
security identification card that confirms that a person has a valid background check. An applicant should
not apply for an ASIC until after the Department has assessed the RACA application form.
The nominated security contact officer must be the holder of an ASIC and from 1 July 2022 all persons that
examine and clear cargo (Examining Officers) must hold and display an ASIC while performing their duties.
An Examining Officer is a person who a RACA has authorised to examine cargo. From 1 July 2022 all
Examining Officers must hold an ASIC, and must display it whilst performing their duties. The details of this
requirement can be found in the examination notice issued to your Organisation.
Section 5.1 required you to explain the measures and procedures you will use to ensure that staff who are
required to hold and display an ASIC, do so. You will also have to nominate a staff position that will be
responsible for ensuring that a record of the ASIC accreditation status of staff members is maintained.

5.2 Staff that should hold an ASIC
Section 5.2 requires you to identify the job roles that require an individual to hold an ASIC due to having
unescorted access to cargo or access to security sensitive information. In addition where a person has
unescorted access to cargo or access to security sensitive information, they should be the holder of an
ASIC, unless measures and procedures are in place to mitigate against the threat of a trusted insider.
A personnel security flowchart is provided at Appendix B of this Guide to assist an applicant identify the
personnel in the business who may require an ASIC. Only the job role/position is to be identified in the table
- do not write specific names.
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5.3 Staff and visitor identification
Insert your measures and procedures to manage staff, contractor and visitor identification in Section 5.3.
Considerations
Issuing identification cards

Example





Identification card display requirements






Integrity of the identification cards







Reconciliation of identification cards






Identification cards are issued for all employees
(including casual staff) who access cargo handling
areas, handle cargo or transport cargo.
Temporary one-day identification cards are issued to
visitors/contractors who need access to cargo handling
areas or security information storage areas.
Visitors/contractors will be issued a visitor card and
escorted by an ASIC holder while on site at all times.
Visitors must display their authorised visitor card at all
times.
All staff and contractors are required to display their
identification card when in cargo handling areas or when
transporting cargo.
The Organisation has a security culture to challenge
anyone on site that is not displaying an appropriate
identification card.
Identification cards issued to permanent staff are tamper
resistant with a holographic emblem displayed across
the card.
Permanent ID staff cards are also used for electronic
keycard access and have an expiry date. The staff
member’s name and expiry date of the card is displayed.
These are valid for no more than two years.
Temporary cards display the word temporary and do not
provide access into any cargo areas. Holders must be
accompanied by an ASIC holder.
All issued cards are kept on a register and are checked
monthly by the Office Manager.
Cards of employees no longer working with the company
must be returned and access removed.
Temporary cards issued must be returned after each day
of use.
Any expired cards that are lost or stolen must be
reconciled and cancelled.
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5.4 Security management
5.4.1

Organisational structure and security management arrangements

Section 5.4.1 refers to your Organisation structure being set out at Attachment B: Organisational structure
and security management arrangements to the security program template. Insert an organisational
structure in Attachment B of the security program showing the reporting line for the roles you have identified
in the ASIC table in Section 5 and the roles you will detail in Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.
The job titles/positions you identify in the ASIC table, Section 5.4 and Attachment B must align.

5.4.2

Nominated security contact officer

Section 5.4.2 requires applicants to provide detail of the nominated security contact officer’s responsibilities
under the security program and the skills and knowledge required to perform this important role.
The table below provides some considerations to assist in completing this section.
Considerations
What training is required for this role?

Does the role require the person to
have knowledge of relevant legislation,
policies and requirements, or
examination notices?
What other duties relevant to air cargo
security is this role responsible for?

Example


The Nominated Security Contact Officer has a Certificate
III in Security Operations.



The Nominated Security Contact Officer is responsible
for implementing procedures that align with relevant
aviation security legislation, the RACA security program
and the examination notice.



The knowledge, skills and other requirements to fulfil the
security-related aspects of this position are:
 liaising with the airport manager to understand airport
security requirements;
 ensuring all Examining Officers meet the training and
qualification requirements of the Screener
Accreditation Scheme;
 ensuring all personnel in aviation security related
roles have sufficient knowledge, skills and training to
perform their duties;
 ensuring staff are briefed on all security-related
matters in relation to the Organisation’s facilities;
 ensuring the protection of all security information
against unauthorised access, amendment and
disclosure; ensuring the integrity of all preventative
security measures and arranging maintenance as
required;
 overseeing the serviceability of all security equipment;
 reporting and monitoring aviation security incidents,
including threats and breaches; and
 attending relevant aviation security meetings.
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5.4.3

Other staff with security-related roles

This section requires applicants to provide detail of the roles and responsibilities of other staff with securityrelated roles in the Organisation and the skills and knowledge required to perform these roles.
The table below provides some considerations to assist in completing this section.
Considerations
Is the role required hold an ASIC?

What training is required for this role?

Example


All Senior Security Officers and Examining Officers hold
an appropriate ASIC.



All Examining Officers have completed the Department’s
Regulated Air Cargo Agent security awareness training.
Examining Officers meet the training and qualification
requirements of the Screener Accreditation Scheme
Examining Officers are trained to be familiar with all
relevant legislation, policies and requirements, such as
the Aviation Transport Security Act 2004 and associated
regulations, the RACA security program, the examination
notice, and the airport’s operating procedures.
Examining Officers will complete manufacturer delivered
training on the operation of equipment used for
screening.
complete training to screen cargo and issue security
declarations.







What other duties relevant to air cargo
security is the role responsible for?



The knowledge, skills and other requirements to fulfil the
security-related aspects of this position are:

Management type role(s):



manage day to day security issues.
brief staff on security-related matters such as changes in
the security environment when directed by [position].
 report / investigate / compile any security breaches,
threats of aviation incident reports.
 assist the nominated security contact officer in:
 the development, implementation, review and
maintenance of the RACA security program;
 liaison with other aviation industry participants in
relation to aviation security matters;
 providing feedback to the nominated security contact
officer / other regarding application and effectiveness
of security measures in this security program; and
 the coordination with the Department’s state and
national staff to ensure regulatory compliance.
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Strong leadership, management, stakeholder
management and communication skills.
History of employment in the relevant air cargo / aviation
industry.
Risk management experience.

Cargo handling/examining type role(s):














5.4.4

receive and inspect cargo consignments from consignors
and other Regulated Businesses;
confirm the identity of those delivering
cargo/consignments and if necessary their status as a
representative of a regular customer;
check security documentation for consignments; and
check cargo/consignment for weight and volume against
the description of the cargo in the documentation;
perform security checks upon receipt of certain
categories of cargo as outlined in Section 7 of this RACA
security program;
visually inspect cargo for signs of tampering or
irregularities;
report to the nominated security contact officer regarding
high risk cargo or any security issues or incidents;
screen cargo in accordance with the examination notice
issued to the Organisation and any other relevant
requirements;
issue security declarations for cargo which is cleared
following examination; and
report to the relevant security contact point regarding
high risk cargo or any security issues or incidents.

Contractors

If applicable, list any arrangements or contracts your Organisation has with any private or secondary
businesses (contractors) to undertake security roles.
Similar to sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, applicants will need to insert the knowledge, skills and other
requirements for performing these roles, such as holding ASICs or licenses.
Considerations
Is the role required hold an ASIC or
other relevant license/qualification?

Example





Appropriate ASIC card;
Appropriate security license.
Obtain the recommended examination equipment
training
Skills and knowledge in identifying IEDs through
examination manufacturers training module
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What services does the contractor
provide?









Open and inspect each site and facility before daily
commencement of operations;
Secure each site and facility after the daily conclusion of
operations to ensure that all persons have vacated and
there are no unattended items;
Lock, alarm and/or patrol site and /or facility buildings;
Monitor the alarms and respond to any activation of the
alarm system; and
Perform regular / irregular patrols of the area
surrounding each site and / or facility.
Perform examination services

Tip: Some RACAs may engage third-party contractors to examine air cargo on the RACA’s behalf or to
conduct other roles, such locking up the premises and maintaining a security guard onsite. Use this
section to list these roles, if applicable.

5.4.5

Other employees

Section 5.4.5 requires you to insert the measures and procedures used by your Organisation to limit access
to cargo by employees, including contractors, who do not require access to cargo. Similar to sections 5.3.2,
5.3.3 and 5.3.4, applicants will need to insert the knowledge, skills and other requirements for performing
these roles, such as holding ASICs or licenses.
Considerations

Example

Is the role required hold an ASIC or
other relevant identification?



Permanent contractors are required to hold valid
appropriate ASIC identification and wear a uniform with
valid identification visible at all times

What other requirements relevant to air
cargo security is required for the role?



Staff must wear a uniform with valid identification visible
at all times;
Access to cargo is restricted to employees who have an
operational need and the correct clearances.
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6. Training
Section 6 of the security program template sets out the minimum training requirements for all individuals
with access to air cargo or security sensitive information and/or who use equipment to examine cargo within
your Organisation. The section also sets out the record keeping obligations of the Organisation in relation to
this training.
An Organisation may choose to implement additional training requirements, as appropriate, over and above
the minimum requirements outlined in the RACA security program.
Security awareness training
All individuals, including contractors, with access to air cargo or security sensitive information must
complete security awareness training. This may include all individuals and contractors involved in all stages
of processing cargo such as receiving, packing, storing, consolidating, deconsolidating, examining and
loading cargo. In addition, it may include cargo delivery drivers, administrative personnel with access to
security sensitive information and managerial personnel with oversight of business processes.
Security awareness training can be complete by the Department’s online eLearning module Air Cargo
Security Awareness Training or the Organisation may opt to develop their own security awareness training
course. The online eLearning module is a free online training module offered by the Department. The
training is available through the Security Awareness Training Portal on the Department’s website. If
Organisation’s decide to self-develop training, this training must be submitted and approved by the
Department as meeting the specified learning outcomes. Please see the Air Cargo Security Awareness
Training factsheet for more information which may be requested from the Transport Security Guidance
Centre at guidancecentre@homeaffairs.gov.au.
Training and qualification requirements for Examination Officers
An Examining Officer is a person who a RACA has authorised to examine cargo. Examining Officers must
meet the training and qualification requirements of the RACA’s examination notice.
You are required to list the measures and procedures used at your Organisation to ensure all individuals are
trained adequately.
Cargo examination training
It is important that all individuals who operate examination equipment are appropriately trained in the use of
the equipment. All individuals, including contractors, who use equipment to examine cargo must complete
training in the use of the equipment in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. This means that the
business must ensure that any requirements specified by the manufacturer have been complied with, such
as frequency of renewal of training.
Tip: RACAs whose staff use equipment to examine cargo may record specific details of the training they
have received, such as the type of equipment used for training and the manufacturer of that equipment.
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Adequacy of training
Applicants are required to outline the measures and procedures used to ensure all individuals are trained
adequately and the minimum training requirements, such as type of training to be completed, renewal of
training and record keeping requirements are met.
The table below provides you with considerations and examples to take into account.
Considerations
What are the minimum training
requirements all individuals with access
to air cargo or security sensitive
information must complete?
What are the minimum training
requirements all individuals, who use
equipment to examine cargo must
complete?
How is training managed to ensure all
training requirements are satisfied?
How are records of all security training
undertaken by individuals in the
Organisation kept?

Example


All individuals, including contractors, undertake the
Department’s Regulated Air Cargo Agent security
awareness training prior to commencing and every 24
months thereafter.



All Individuals using equipment to examine cargo must
complete training provided by the manufacturer to operate
the equipment.



A spreadsheet is maintained with the renewal dates for
individuals training, which is checked monthly.



Each staff member has a training file where the details of
any completed training, the date of its completion, and the
date of renewal are noted. Evidence of completed training
such as copies of their RACA Security Awareness training
completion certificate are kept in this file.
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7. Clearing cargo
Section 7 of the RACA security program outlines the measures and procedures used for receiving, handling
and clearing cargo. This section is broken down by the type of cargo that a RACA may receive, including:




Cleared cargo: this is cargo that has been examined by a RACA, or originated from a Known
Consignor, and for which the RACA or Known Consignor has issued a security declaration. This
cargo must be transported by a RACA or an AACA to maintain its security status as cleared.
Uncleared cargo: this is cargo that has not had a security declaration issued. There are different
circumstances where uncleared cargo may be received by a RACA which is detailed throughout
section 7 of the security program template.

If your application to be designated as a RACA is approved, the Department will provide you with an
examination notice (issued under regulation 4.41J of the Regulations) following your designation as a
RACA. This examination notice sets out the methods and equipment requirements for conducting piecelevel examination of, and giving clearance to, air cargo. Further information is contained in the security
program template at sections 7.3 and 7.4.
In a small number of circumstances, cargo may receive clearance and be issued with a security declaration
without being examined. The details of these circumstances are included in the examination notice.

7.1 Handling and treatment of cargo
Section 7.1 specifies the instances in which the Organisation may handle cleared cargo, and the
requirements that must be complied with by the Organisation for cargo to remain cleared. It also specifies
what must occur if the requirements are not complied with, as well as the Organisation’s verification
responsibilities regarding the receipt of cleared cargo.
Applicants are required to insert in Section 7.1 the measures and procedures used at your Organisation to
handle and treat cleared cargo during receiving, packing, storing, consolidating, deconsolidating and
loading, including how cleared cargo is identified and segregated from uncleared cargo.
If there is variation between the measures and procedures used at your Organisation’s sites, complete
separate procedures for each site, or simply include which site the measure/procedure applies to. If there is
no variation between sites, state in the security program that the process is the same for “all sites”.
The table below provides you with considerations and examples to take into account when completing this
section.
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a) Receiving cleared cargo
Considerations
How does the Organisation verify the
business providing cargo is a regulated
business?

Example









How is cleared cargo labelled and
handled when received.




Cargo is received by a staff member that holds an
appropriate ASIC.
The person delivering goods must provide photo
identification or evidence to confirm their identity and their
status as a representative of a Regulated Business or
evidence to confirm the cargo originated from a Regulated
Business.
The cargo is visually inspected and checked for signs of
tampering or irregularities.
The accompanying documentation is checked, and the
cargo is checked for weight and volume against the
description of the cargo in the documentation.
If the cargo fails preliminary inspections it will not be
accepted.
The security declaration on cleared cargo from a Regulated
Business is checked for signs of tampering and compliance
with the Regulations.
Cargo is clearly labelled as cleared by a green sticker
A staff member with an appropriate ASIC moves cleared
cargo to a secure area within the cargo facility, where it is
locked inside a storage room by padlock and key.

b) Packing cleared cargo
Considerations
Who (which roles/positions) are
responsible for packing cargo?

Where in the facility is cargo packed
and how is security in this area
maintained?

Example


Warehouse staff are responsible for packing cargo. They do
not hold an ASIC, however they work in teams with a
minimum of two people and are under the supervision of the
Cargo Warehouse Manager, who is an ASIC holder.



Cargo is packed in an open area of the warehouse at
packing stations. The packing stations are highly visible to
the Cargo Warehouse Manager at all times and is
monitored by CCTV.
The examining site has one packing station area for cargo,
uncleared cargo is not packed at this facility.
The non-examining site has two separate packing stations,
in two distinct areas of the warehouse to ensure there is no
cross-contamination between uncleared cargo and cleared
cargo received from a Regulated Business with a valid
security declaration.
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What packing materials are used? Are
any materials tamper evident?






Is packed cargo immediately loaded
onto an aircraft, moved into secure
storage, or does it stay in a holding
area? How is security in the holding
area maintained?







Small items are packed into cardboard boxes with voids
filled by clear air pillows to prevent item moving around box
during transport. Immediately following packing, boxes are
sealed with tamper-evident tape and a shipping label
affixed.
Larger items are palletised and shrink-wrapped and at
times, ULD containers are also utilised.
Cargo is clearly labelled with a green ‘Cleared’ sticker.
During packing, cargo is regularly checked for tampering or
irregularities.
Packed cleared cargo is moved to the cleared cargo holding
area until goods are loaded for transport.
The holding area is adjacent to the warehouse roller door
where cargo is loaded for transport.
The holding area is in a highly visible and secure area
under CCTV and visual oversight of Cargo Warehouse
Manager and Operations Manager.
Packed cargo moved to holding area is regularly checked
for tampering or irregularities.

c) Storing cleared cargo
Considerations
Is cleared cargo stored for any period of
time, or loaded straight onto an aircraft?

Example




Where is cleared cargo stored?





How is the cleared cargo storage room
made secure to prevent unauthorised
access? Is it covered by CCTV?



At the examining site, cleared cargo is generally dispatched
on the same day it has been examined and is stored
temporarily in the holding area until aircraft is ready to
receive goods.
At the non-examining site, cleared cargo may be stored for
any given period depending on aircraft schedules and
freight orders.
Cleared cargo will be stored either in the cleared cargo
secure holding area awaiting transport or in secure store
room.
If cleared cargo does not get transported on the same day
for any reason, the cargo will be moved into a secure store
room by an authorised ASIC holder.
The storage room for cleared cargo is covered by CCTV
and secured by a padlock. Only the Cargo Warehouse
Manager and Operations Manager hold a key to this
padlock.
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Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for moving cleared cargo
into storage? Are they ASIC holders?





Warehouse staff are responsible for moving cleared cargo
for transport. They do not hold an ASIC, however they work
in teams with a minimum or two people and are under the
supervision of the Cargo Warehouse Manager, who is an
ASIC holder.
Cleared cargo that is not transported the same day as
packing is moved to secure store room by an authorized
ASIC holder (either the Cargo Warehouse Manager or
Operations Manager).

d) Consolidating cleared cargo
Considerations
Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for consolidating cleared
cargo? Are they ASIC holders?

Where in the facility does consolidation
take place and how is this area
secured?

What final checks/processes occur
during consolidation?

Is consolidated cleared cargo
immediately loaded onto an aircraft,
moved into secure storage, or does it
stay in a holding area? How is security
in the holding area maintained?

Example


Warehouse staff are responsible for consolidating cleared
cargo for departure. They do not hold an ASIC, however
they work in teams with a minimum of two people and are
under the supervision of the Cargo Warehouse Manager,
who is an ASIC holder.



Consolidation occurs in the packing area within the
designated area
See b) ‘packing cleared cargo’ for how the packing area is
secured.




Cargo is checked for tampering or irregularities during the
consolidation process and security declarations for each
piece of cleared cargo are checked.



Cleared cargo will be stored either in the holding area
awaiting transport or in secure store room.
See b) ‘packing cleared cargo’ for how security in the
holding area is maintained.
If cleared cargo does not get transported on the same day
for any reason, the cargo will be moved into a secure store
room by an authorised ASIC holder.




e) Deconsolidating cleared cargo
Considerations
Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for deconsolidating cargo?
Are they ASIC holders?

Example


Warehouse staff are responsible for deconsolidating cargo
for departure. They do not hold an ASIC, however they
work in teams with a minimum of two people and are
under the supervision of the Cargo Warehouse Manager,
who is an ASIC holder.
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Where in the facility does
deconsolidation take place and how is
this area secured?
What final checks/processes occur
during deconsolidation?

Is deconsolidated cleared cargo
immediately loaded onto an aircraft,
moved into secure storage, or does it
stay in a holding area? How is security
in the holding area maintained?




Cargo is generally presented loose. If deconsolidation is
required, it will take place in the Receiving Area.
This area is under constant CCTV surveillance.



Cleared cargo is checked for tampering or irregularities
during the deconsolidation process and security
declarations for each piece of cleared cargo are checked.



Cleared cargo will be stored either in the cleared cargo
holding area awaiting transport or in secure store room.
If cleared cargo does not get transported on the same day
for any reason, the cargo will be moved into a secure store
room by an authorised ASIC holder.



f) Loading cleared cargo
Considerations
Where is cleared cargo moved in the
facility when it’s time to take to
airport/aircraft?
Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for loading cargo? Are they
ASIC holders?
How is the loading area made secure to
prevent unauthorised access?

Example


Cleared cargo that is ready for transport will be in the
cleared cargo holding area of the warehouse.



A forklift operator is responsible for loading cargo for
transport. The forklift operator will generally work alone with
cargo at times and will hold an ASIC.



For the examining site, cargo is moved from the holding
area and taken airside to the awaiting aircraft for loading.
Once airside, cargo is immediately loaded onto the aircraft
by airline ramp personnel. Cargo is kept under constant
supervision by Red ASIC holders.
For the non-examining site, cargo is loaded onto a truck
directly from the roller door adjacent to the holding area.
All areas at both sites where cleared cargo loading takes
place are monitored by CCTV.



What final checks/processes occur
during loading?







Cleared cargo to be loaded is cross checked against the
accompanying documentation and the load report for the
aircraft.
The security declarations of cleared cargo are rechecked.
Final visual inspections are performed.
Cargo will not be loaded if there are any signs of tampering
or irregularities.
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7.2 Handling and treatment of uncleared cargo
Section 7.2 requires applicants to provide details of how they will handle and treat uncleared cargo in a
range of circumstances, including where cargo cannot receive clearance.

7.2.1

Uncleared cargo that cannot receive clearance from your Organisation

Section 7.2.1 requires applicants to provide details on how the Organisation will handle and treat cargo
which cannot receive clearance, including how uncleared cargo is identified and segregated from cleared
cargo.
The table below provides some examples for consideration.
Considerations

Example

How will you handle cargo that
cannot receive clearance from your
Organisation but is not considered
high risk?





Cargo will be moved to the uncleared cargo area.
The shipper will be notified to collect their cargo.
Information about why cargo could not be cleared will be
recorded.

Processes for calling local authorities if
cargo is deemed high risk.



Cargo that is deemed high risk as per Section 9 of the
security program will be reported to local authorities.



Cargo that is deemed high risk will be moved to a
designated high risk cargo area (if it is safe to do so). This
designated area is cornered off with bunting and warning
signs to keep clear.



The Cargo Operations Manager will alert employees of the
situation. Clearing the area or evacuation may be
considered depending on the nature of the high risk cargo.

If safe to do so, where will cargo be
relocated to await law enforcement
authorities?

What instructions are given to
employees and customers?

7.2.2

Uncleared cargo received from a Regular Customer

Section 7.2.2 applies where your Organisation identifies some of its customers as a ‘Regular Customer’.
This is an optional arrangement.
The first requirement of Section 7.2.2 is that you to specify the measures and procedure used at your
Organisation to handle and treat cargo received from a regular customer during, receiving, packing, storing,
consolidating, deconsolidating and loading, including how uncleared cargo is identified and segregated from
cleared cargo.
Section 7.2.2 also prescribes the requirements around Regular Customer Arrangements and requires you
to respond to the template prompts to insert who in your Organisation (which role/position) is responsible
for adding customers to the Regular Customer list. And any other measures and procedures which apply to
your Organisation’s Regular Customer list if applicable.
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The table below provides some considerations and examples for handling and treating uncleared cargo.
a) Receiving uncleared cargo
Considerations
What processes are in place for
accepting/receiving cargo?

Example









How does the organisation verify the
business providing cargo is a regular
customer?





Uncleared Cargo is received by a staff member that holds an
appropriate ASIC.
The cargo is visually inspected and checked for signs of
tampering or irregularities.
The accompanying documentation is checked, and the cargo
is checked for weight and volume against the description of
the cargo in the documentation.
If the cargo fails preliminary inspections it will not be
accepted.
Cargo is clearly labelled with a red ‘Uncleared’ sticker.
Uncleared cargo is moved to an uncleared cargo holding
area in the warehouse behind yellow painted lines on the
floor, by a staff member with an appropriate ASIC.
Examination of cargo is performed in accordance with section
7.3 and handled in accordance with section 7.1.
The person delivering cargo must provide:
o photo identification or evidence to confirm their identity
and their status as a representative of a Regular
customer;
o evidence to confirm the cargo originated from a Regular
customer (if evidence is not provided cargo will be
treated as uncleared cargo from an unknown entity).
A copy of the evidence is retained.

b) Packing uncleared cargo
Considerations
Is uncleared cargo packed?

Example



Who (which roles/positions) are
responsible for packing cargo? Are they
ASIC holders?



At the examining site, no uncleared cargo is packed.
Uncleared cargo will not be packed until it has been
examined.
At the non-examining site, uncleared cargo is packed.
Warehouse staff are responsible for packing cargo. They do
not hold an ASIC, however they work in teams with a
minimum of two people and are under the supervision of the
Cargo Warehouse Manager, who is an ASIC holder.
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Where in the facility is cargo packed
and how is security in this area
maintained?

How is it ensured no mixing or crosscontamination between cleared and
uncleared cargo occurs in the packing
area?
What packing materials are used? Are
any materials tamper evident?






The non-examining site has two separate packing stations
(one for cleared and one for uncleared cargo), in two distinct
areas of the warehouse to ensure there is no crosscontamination between uncleared cargo and cleared cargo.



Small items are packed into cardboard boxes with voids filled
by clear air pillows to prevent item moving around box during
transport. Immediately following packing, boxes are sealed
with tamper-evident tape and a shipping label affixed.
Larger items are palletised and shrink-wrapped and at times,
ULD containers are also utilised.
Uncleared Cargo is clearly labelled with a red ‘Uncleared’
sticker.
During packing, cargo is regularly checked for tampering or
irregularities.




Is packed cargo immediately loaded
onto an aircraft, moved into secure
storage, or does it stay in a holding
area? How is security in the holding
area maintained?

Uncleared cargo is packed at a designated packing station
for uncleared cargo.
This packing station is in an open area of the warehouse and
is highly visible to the Cargo Warehouse Manager at all times
and is covered by CCTV.







Packed uncleared cargo is moved to the uncleared cargo
holding area until goods are loaded for transport.
Packed uncleared cargo moved to holding area is regularly
checked for tampering or irregularities.
The uncleared cargo holding area is adjacent to the
warehouse roller door where cargo is loaded for transport
and is separate to the cleared cargo holding area (it is on the
opposite side of the roller door).
The holding area is in a highly visible area under CCTV and
visual oversight of Cargo Warehouse Manager and
Operations Manager.
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c) Storing uncleared cargo
Considerations
Is cleared cargo stored for any period of
time, or loaded straight onto an aircraft?

Example





Where is uncleared cargo stored?





How is the uncleared cargo storage
cage made secure to prevent
unauthorised access? Is it covered by
CCTV?
Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for moving cleared cargo
into storage? Are they ASIC holders?

At the examining site, uncleared cargo is generally examined
on the same day it is received and is stored temporarily in the
uncleared cargo holding area until it is ready to be examined.
There is lockable storage cage for storing uncleared cargo
overnight if necessary, which is monitored by CCTV.
At the non-examining site, uncleared cargo may be stored for
any given period depending on aircraft schedules and freight
orders.
Uncleared cargo will be stored either in the uncleared cargo
holding area awaiting transport or in the uncleared cargo
storage cage.
If uncleared cargo does not get transported on the same day
for any reason, the cargo will be moved into a lockable
storage cage for storing uncleared cargo overnight if
necessary.



The storage cage for uncleared cargo is covered by CCTV
and secured by a padlock. Only the Cargo Warehouse
Manager and Operations Manager hold a key to this padlock.



Warehouse staff are responsible for moving uncleared cargo
for transport. They do not hold an ASIC, however they work
in teams with a minimum of two people and are under the
supervision of the Cargo Warehouse Manager, who holds an
ASIC.
Uncleared cargo that is not transported the same day as
packing is moved to the storage cage by warehouse staff.
They do not hold an ASIC, however they work in teams with
a minimum of two people and are under the supervision of
the Cargo Warehouse Manager, who holds an ASIC.



d) Consolidating uncleared cargo
Considerations
Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for consolidating cleared
cargo? Are they ASIC holders?

Example



Uncleared cargo is not consolidated at the examining site.
At the non-examining site, warehouse staff are responsible
for consolidating uncleared cargo. They do not hold an ASIC,
however they work in teams with a minimum of two people
and are under the supervision of the Cargo Warehouse
Manager, who is an ASIC holder.
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Where in the facility does consolidation
take place and how is this area
secured?
What final checks/processes occur
during consolidation?
Is consolidated uncleared cargo
immediately loaded onto an aircraft,
moved into secure storage, or does it
stay in a holding area? How is security
in the holding area maintained?




Consolidation occurs in the designated uncleared cargo zone
of the packing area.
See b) ‘packing cargo’ for how the packing area is secured.



Cargo is checked for tampering or irregularities during the
consolidation process.



Uncleared cargo is moved to the uncleared cargo holding
area in the warehouse behind yellow painted lines on the
floor.
See’ b) packing cargo’ for how security in the uncleared
cargo holding area is maintained.
If uncleared cargo does not get transported on the same day
for any reason, the cargo will be moved into the uncleared
cargo storage cage.




e) Deconsolidating uncleared cargo
Considerations
Describe the process for
deconsolidating uncleared cargo.

Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for deconsolidating cargo?
Are they ASIC holders?

Where in the facility does
deconsolidation take place and how is
this area secured?

Example


Uncleared cargo is deconsolidated and moved to an
uncleared cargo holding area in the warehouse behind
yellow painted lines on the floor.



Warehouse staff are responsible for deconsolidating
uncleared cargo. They do not hold an ASIC, however they
work in teams with a minimum of two people and are under
the supervision of the Cargo Warehouse Manager, who is
an ASIC holder.



Uncleared cargo is generally presented loose. If
deconsolidation is required, it will take place in the
Receiving Area.
This area is under constant CCTV surveillance.


What final checks/processes occur
during deconsolidation?

Is deconsolidated uncleared cargo
immediately loaded onto an aircraft,
moved into secure storage, or does it
stay in a holding area? How is security
in the holding area maintained?



Uncleared cargo is checked for tampering or irregularities
during the deconsolidation process and security
declarations for each piece of uncleared cargo are checked.



Uncleared cargo is stored in the uncleared cargo holding
area or the uncleared cargo storage cage until it is
examined or transported by road.
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f) Loading uncleared cargo
Considerations
Where is uncleared cargo moved from
in the facility when it’s time to take to
airport/aircraft?
Who (which roles/positions) is
responsible for loading cargo? Are they
ASIC holders?
How is the loading area made secure to
prevent unauthorised access?

Example


Uncleared cargo that is ready for transport will be in the
uncleared cargo holding area of the warehouse.



A forklift operator is responsible for loading cargo for
transport. The forklift operator will generally work alone with
cargo at times and will hold an ASIC.



For the non-examining site, uncleared cargo is loaded onto
a truck directly from the roller door adjacent to the
uncleared cargo holding area.
All areas at both the non-examining site where cleared
cargo loading takes place are monitored by CCTV.


What final checks/processes occur
during loading?






7.2.3

Uncleared cargo to be loaded on non-regulated aircraft is
cross checked against the accompanying documentation
and the load report for the aircraft.
Final visual inspections are performed.
Cargo will not be loaded if there are any signs of tampering
or irregularities.

Uncleared cargo received from a Regulated Business

Section 7.2.3 applies where your Organisation receives uncleared cargo from a Regulated Business (i.e. an
AACA, a RACA or a Known Consignor). Section 7.2.3 requires you to specify the measures and procedures
used at your Organisation to handle and treat uncleared cargo received from a regulated business if these
are different from those used at section 7.2.2 for uncleared cargo received from a Regular Customer.
The table above at section 7.2.2 contains similar considerations and examples for use in section 7.2.3.

7.2.4

Uncleared cargo received from an unknown entity

Section 7.2.4 applies to any uncleared cargo that does not fall into Section 7.2.2 and Section 7.2.3. This
cargo is considered uncleared and unknown cargo.
Section 7.2.4 requires you to specify the measures and procedures used at your Organisation to handle
and treat uncleared cargo received from an unknown entity if these are different from those used at section
7.2.2 for uncleared cargo received from a Regular Customer.
The table above at section 7.2.2 contains similar considerations and examples for use in section 7.2.4.
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7.3 Examining and clearing cargo
Section 7.3 relates to how cargo must be examined and when cargo may receive clearance, and complying
with the requirements of the examination notice issued to your Organisation by the Department. No
additional input is required by you in this section, however it is important you read and understand it.

7.4 Issuing security declarations
Section 7.4 relates to security declaration requirements.
Security declarations can be electronic or paper based. The Department does not prescribe a template or a
standard form, however it must include all the information required by the Regulations. The International Air
Transport Association publishes a consignment security declaration template which meets the requirements
set out in the Regulations, but is not mandatory.
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8. Chain of custody for cargo
Section 8 requires you to describe your Organisation’s measures and procedures to ensure the security of
air cargo in its custody. This includes ensuring air cargo remains secure and protected from unauthorised
access or tampering while in its possession.
Tip: A Chain of custody refers to the security of cargo as it moves along the supply chain. Some RACAs
examine and clear cargo at locations off airport and require a chain of custody to transport cargo to the
Cargo Terminal Operator. A business must have measures and procedures in place for cargo being
received at, and leaving a site or facility. Handling and/or transporting of cleared cargo must be by a
Regulated Business, in accordance with their security program.
If at any time cleared cargo is not within the secure supply chain, it loses its cleared status and requires
examination prior to uplift. The chain of custody ensures all cargo stays within the secure supply chain,
it is required for both cleared and uncleared cargo.
Typically, air cargo received from another RACA or Known Consignor will be cleared cargo and have had a
security declaration issued, whereas cargo received from an AACA may be cleared or uncleared.
Insert the measures and procedures used at your Organisation for ensuring the security of cargo at all
times into Section 8. If there are differences between the measures and procedures applied to maintain a
secure chain of custody to cleared and uncleared cargo, the differences must be described.
a) How cargo is secured for transport
Considerations

Example

Who (which roles/positions) are
responsible for securing cargo for
transport? Are they ASIC holders?



The warehouse staff are responsible for preparing and
securing cargo for transport under the supervision of the
Cargo Warehouse Manager who is an ASIC holder.

How is cargo prepared and secured
ready for transport?



Cargo is prepared into boxes sealed with tamper evident
tape, shrink-wrapped on pallets or locked inside ULDs.
Cargo receives a final check of accompanying documents
and for any tampering or irregularities.


Where is prepared cargo moved to
while waiting to be loaded and how is
this area kept secure?





Majority of the cargo is time sensitive in nature and is
moved to be transported immediately.
Cargo stays in a holding area adjacent to the warehouse
roller door until goods are loaded for transport.
The holding area is in a highly visible area under CCTV and
visual oversight of Cargo Warehouse Manager and Cargo
Operations Manager.
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Are regular checks of the cargo
conducted at this stage to ensure the
cargo does not show any signs of
tampering or other irregularities?





Cleared cargo will be checked for tampering. This is done
by the warehouse staff in preparation for transport and then
again by the forklift driver prior to loading onto the vehicle.
Any irregularities will be escalated and reported to the
Cargo Operations Manager.
Cargo that appears to have been tampered with will not be
loaded. It will be clearly marked and placed in a delineated
area for further inspections.

b) How cargo will be loaded onto a transport vehicle
Considerations
Who (which roles/positions) are
responsible for loading cargo for
transport? Are they ASIC holders?
How is cargo moved to transport
vehicle?

Where does loading take place?

Example


The forklift operator is responsible for loading cargo for
transport. The forklift operator will generally work alone with
cargo at times and will hold an ASIC.



Depending on the size of the goods, cargo will be moved to
holding area by hand pallet jacks or sack trolley and is then
loaded onto truck or moved airside for aircraft loading by
forklift.



At the examining site site, loading takes place airside for
uplift directly to aircraft.
At the non-examining site, loading onto the transport truck
takes place at the vehicle roller door at the side of the
warehouse.
Both loading sites are under CCTV and loading is supervised
by Cargo Warehouse Manager or Cargo Operations Manager
at all times.
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c) How cargo is transported
Considerations:
Who (which roles/positions) are
responsible for transporting cargo? Are
they ASIC holders?

Example:






What is the mode of transportation?

Is cargo transported directly from
airport-based warehouse to aircraft, or
by road to the airport, or by road to
another facility?

At the examining site, the forklift operator is responsible for
transporting cargo to the aircraft operator for uplift. The forklift
operator will generally work alone with cargo at times and will
hold an ASIC
At the non-examining site, the Organisation’s truck drivers
(who will all hold ASICs) are responsible for transporting
cargo along the supply chain. At times if required, the
Organisation may utilise an AACA or RACA to collect and
transport cargo.
If collected by an AACA or RACA, the person picking up
goods must provide photo identification or evidence to
confirm their identity and their status as a representative of a
Regulated Business.



Where cargo is not collected and transported to the airport for
uplift by a Regulated Business (RACA or AACA), the
Organisation will use its own vehicles for transport. These
vehicles are either a ute or truck.



At the examining site, cargo is transported directly from
airport-based warehouse to aircraft.
At the non-examining site, cargo is transported by road to a
Regulated Business (CTO/RACA) based at the airport.



d) How the integrity of cargo is maintained during transport
Considerations
How is cargo secured during transport?

Example




For the examining site, cargo is moved by an authorised
ASIC holder. Once airside, cargo is immediately loaded
onto the aircraft by airline personnel who also hold ASICs.
Cargo is under constant supervision.
For the non-examining site, cargo is loaded by an
authorised ASIC holder and locked in transport vehicle with
tamper-evident zip ties/padlocks. The truck is kept under
continuous monitoring by authorized staff that hold an
AISC.
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Does cleared and uncleared cargo
travel together? If so, how do you
ensure segregation to prevent cross
contamination?

Are transport vehicles required to take
a direct route with no avoidable stops?
If the transport vehicle must stop during
transport, what measures are in place
to maintain the integrity of cargo?







No uncleared cargo is loaded for transport at the examining
site.
At the non-examining site, cleared and uncleared cargo
may be loaded onto the transport truck together. To ensure
there is no cross-contamination between the cargo, all
uncleared cargo is loaded first and clearly labelled. Cleared
cargo is loaded last and is also clearly labelled with security
declarations also attached.
The route to transport cargo is non-stop and the driver is
required to stay with the cargo at all times.
Where trucks are used, the vehicle will remain locked at all
times during the journey. If the driver must stop for an
unavoidable reason, they will ensure it remains locked and
within sight where possible. When the driver can resume
transport, they will check all locks and seals for signs of
tampering or abnormalities.

Tip: A security declaration must accompany all cleared cargo as it travels through the supply chain.
A security declaration is used to establish, identify and track the cleared status of air cargo as it moves
through the supply chain. Security declarations are the evidence that cargo is cleared for uplift.
If the supply chain is compromised during chain of custody, the cargo will lose its cleared status and
must be re-examined.
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9. Handling high risk cargo
Section 9 of your security program requires that your Organisation set out the measures for handling high
risk cargo.
“High risk” cargo does not mean cargo that is of ‘high value’. High risk cargo is cargo that is presented by
an unknown entity or is showing signs of tampering, and also meets one or more of the following criteria:




specific intelligence exists that the cargo poses a threat to aviation;
the cargo shows anomalies that give rise to suspicion; or
the nature of the cargo is such that usual or baseline security measures alone are unlikely to detect
prohibited items that could endanger the aircraft.

In addition, regardless of whether the cargo comes from a known or unknown entity, specific intelligence
may exist about the cargo that may render it as high risk.
Complete Section 9 to identify who (which role/position) is responsible for confirming whether an item is
high risk cargo, and to also insert the measures and procedures used at your Organisation for responding
to high risk cargo.
Considerations
What action will be taken when high
risk cargo is identified?

Example











the area around the item or vehicle is cleared;
employees and customers will be instructed to clear the
area or evacuate and not interfere with or approach the high
risk cargo;
the Airport Manager to be notified immediately;
State or Territory police will be contacted immediately;
consideration will be given to whether local site and / or
facility operations can continue safely and whether to
temporarily alter or cease local operations;
the Department and any other relevant government
agencies will be notified when practicable;
the instructions of police and government agencies will be
followed; and
procedures regarding the discovery of an explosive device
will be followed if the item is identified as an unauthorised
explosive.
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10. Oversight, Quality Assurance and Incident
Response
All RACA security programs must set out the measures and procedures for quality assurance and incident
response for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

facility security;
personnel security;
training personnel;
clearing cargo;
ensuring the chain of custody for cargo; and
handling high risk cargo.

These measures and procedures are detailed in the following sub-sections.

10.1 Quality assurance
The Organisation must be prepared to demonstrate how its security measures and procedures remain
effective throughout the period of its designation.

10.1.1 Audits
Section 10.1.1 requires to you insert details of how and when audits will be scheduled.
You must also insert the measures and procedures used at your Organisation for conducting an audit.
Describe in Section 10.1.1 who the findings and recommendations of audits will be presented to for
consideration, and implementation, as appropriate (e.g. the vetting authority within your Organisation, such
as the CEO or the Operations Manager).
Considerations
What will the audit assess?
What matters will be taking into
consideration or require consultation?

Example




Audit of the current security measures and procedures will
occur every six months to consider if they are adequate to
meet the security requirements.
The audit will include a review of:
o results from any previous audits, drills and exercises
o any change to Transport Security Advisories or the
Aviation Security Risk Context Statement issued by the
Department in relation to cargo;
o any changes to the local risk context;
o any changes in security program coverage;
o any relevant aviation security incidents; and
o any changes in the regulatory requirements
o particular consideration will also be given to whether
the security measures and procedures applied are
appropriate and proportionate in relation to the local
risk context statement.
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Note details in Section 10.1.1 of the RACA security program template relating to notifying the Department of
certain changes and record keeping requirements.

10.1.2 Reviews
Note in Section 10.1.2 the circumstances a review of the RACA security program would be conducted and
add any additional details of other circumstances that would trigger a review, if applicable.
Insert into Section 10.1.2 the measures and procedures used at your Organisation for conducting a review.
Describe in Section 10.1.2 who the findings and recommendations of reviews will be presented to for
consideration, and implementation, as appropriate (e.g. the vetting authority within your Organisation, such
as the CEO or the Operations Manager).
Considerations
How you will review your security
measures and how often?

Example






Quarterly reviews will be completed of our security
measures described in this security program. We do this by
making a checklist of all the measures we have described in
the security program and then doing a walk-through of our
site to make sure that the security measures are operating
as described in the security program.
If some of the measures are not being implemented by staff
or if some of the physical security measures require repair,
we take additional steps.
We review finding from drills and exercises and set up time
to teach staff about their responsibilities to ensure that
security of cargo is maintained and we coach them through
the correct security process

Note details in Section 10.1.2 of the RACA security program template relating to notifying the Department of
certain changes and record keeping requirements.

10.2 Incident response
Note the information under Section 10.2 of the RACA security program template that explains your reporting
obligations for an aviation security incident.

10.2.1 Responding to an aviation security incident
Identify in Section 10.2.1 which role/position will be immediately informed of an aviation security incident
identified by your Organisation, including a threat or breach of security.
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Insert in this section the measures and procedures which the Organisation will apply if an aviation security
incident is identified.
Considerations
Who (which role/position) is to inform
relevant authorities?

Who (which role/position) will notify and
ensure personnel are fully aware of the
circumstances and action required?

What information is to be passed on
and that information and evidence is
recorded and saved?

Example


The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will assess the situation and notify, as required,
the local State / Territory Police and the Australian Federal
Police, any relevant aviation industry participant facing
immediate threat.



The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will inform staff as required, assist in
precautionary/preparatory actions, comply with all requests
and procedures from relevant emergency authorities.



The Cargo Operations Manager will document or record all
information from staff with knowledge of the incident,
provide an analysis of the incident for action and provide
information to assist relevant authorities.

10.2.2 Reporting aviation security breaches
Insert your measures and procedures for reporting aviation security breaches, including threats to aviation
security in Section 10.2.2. The nature of the threat and the seriousness of the breach will dictate who will be
advised and the appropriate level of escalation.
Considerations
Who (which role/position) will be
informed immediately?
Who (which role/position) is
responsible for recording the breach,
and for recording the response action
taken?

Example


All breaches are to be reported to the Cargo Operations
Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations manager immediately



The Cargo Operations Manager will document or record all
breaches and is responsible for follow up actions including
an analysis of the incident.
The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will inform the Department within 2 hours of
becoming aware of a security breach
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List in Section 10.2.2 the relevant entities that aviation security breaches will be reported to.
Considerations

Example

Who may be affected and who must be
notified of the security breach?



The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will inform the following as required:
o The Secretary of the Department
o The relevant State or Territory police force;
o The Australian Federal Police
o Any Regulated Business that is impacted
o Any airport operator that is impacted; and
o Any aircraft operator that is impacted.

Detail in Section 10.2.2 how staff are informed about contact numbers and email addresses for incident
reporting.
Considerations
What information is available to
personnel?

Example


Are personnel aware how to report
security breaches? How?

Staff are provided with incident information and reporting
methods in induction training, the procedures manual and the
information and contact lists that are prominently displayed in
all offices.

10.2.3 Heightened security alert
Section 10.2.3 required you to any additional circumstances for when measures and procedures may be
implemented following a heightened security alert. Specify how soon the measures can be implemented
(e.g. almost immediately), and whether they can be sustained for an extended period.
Insert your additional security measures and procedures available for implementation in the event of a
heightened security alert into Section 10.2.3.
Considerations
What steps can be taken in
strengthen security when there is a
security breach, suspicious activity,
suspicious behaviour and/or a
suspected unauthorised explosive
and how soon can the measures be
implemented

Example


Within 24hours of suspicious activity and/or behavior,
additional security measures will be implemented.
 Additional security measures include:
o an increase in the number of security personnel / guards to
cover 24 hour watches
o implement 7-day hold on all cargo;
o examine 100% of cargo;
o hiring commercial flood lights;
o changes to parking arrangements in the vicinity of the site
or facility and/or inspection of vehicles and changes to the
vehicular parking areas and
o changes to cargo delivery arrangements.
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10.2.4 Evacuation and emergency management
Insert any additional situations to Section 10.2.4 where you have measures and procedures that apply to a
threat to, or a breach of, security.
Considerations
What training and resources is
provided?

Example



What actions will staff take?

Staff are provided evacuation and emergency management
training at induction and annual drill are completed.
Emergency evacuation point posters are located on all exit
doors and walls.



The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will consider the incident and if necessary will alert all
relevant authorities including the local State / Territory Police
and the Australian Federal Police.
 In the event of an armed offender, staff are to use phones
located on the wall of each exit, dialing ‘9’ will reach local
station or access a panic button that is located in the Cargo
Operations
 Staff must immediately notify Cargo Operations
Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations manager in the event of:
o suspicious person/s;
o suspicious unmarked bag or cargo; and
o detection of an explosive in cargo


Add to Section 10.2.4 what measures and procedures your Organisation may do as a result of these
situations.
Considerations
What are the emergency
procedures?
If the buildings are shared with
another Organisation’s, are there
plans in place?

Example


In response the Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo
Operations manager will consider:
o securing and evacuating the site and / or facility;
o refusing to receive any further cargo; and
o activating the airports emergency management plan
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10.2.5 Special Security Direction (SSD)
Circumstances may arise that require additional security measures, beyond those otherwise required under
the Act and contained with the security program. The Secretary may address these circumstances by
issuing special security directions. Section 10.2.5 required you to provide information relating to who (which
role/position) is responsible for implementing and ensuring compliance with any SSD issued by the
Secretary of the Department to your Organisation.
Considerations
Who is responsible and what action
will they take?

Example


The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will be responsible for implementing and notify of
changes to all personnel, relevant businesses, consignees and
relevant authorities.

10.2.6 Staff security awareness
Insert your measures and procedures to raise the awareness and alertness of staff to security threats, and
their responsibility to report aviation security incidents and breaches into Section 10.2.6.
Considerations
Who is responsible and what action
will they take?

Example


The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager will:
o Inform staff of the heightened security alert;
o Remind staff of reporting responsibilities regards security
incidents and breaches
o Provide staff with details of the approved incident report
form; and
o Ensure all staff are made aware of, and have access to,
the Organisation’s operational procedure manual /
security manual [insert title of the relevant documentation
for your Organisation].
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10.2.7 Contingency plans
Delete the option in Section 10.2.7 which is not relevant to your Organisation in regards to having or not
having additional security contingency measures, procedures and plans to respond to aviation security
incidents.
Where your Organisation has security contingency measures, procedures and plans to respond to aviation
security incidents, insert the measures and procedures which apply to activate these plans and what those
contingency plans are.
Considerations
If required, who is responsible and
what action can be undertaken to
improve the situation?

Example


The Cargo Operations Manager/Deputy Cargo Operations
manager assess the situation and may:
o increase in security personnel;
o requests for assistance from the relevant law enforcement
agency;
o changes to vehicle access and / or parking arrangements
in the vicinity of the site and / or facility and / or inspection
of vehicles;
o increased monitoring or reduction of access points; and
o other measures subject to assessment of risk.
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11. Implementation of measures and procedures
Delete the option in Section 11 which is not relevant to your Organisation to indicate whether the measures
and procedures described in your security program have been implemented or not.
Unless a variation to the RACA security program is approved, all measures and procedures listed in
Attachment E to the security program must be implemented by the date identified.

12. Glossary
Section 12 is a standard glossary appropriate to the RACA application and security program. Insert
additional rows for any terms used by your Organisation that warrant definition or explanation.
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Attachment A: RACA security program record of
variation
Record the table in Attachment A for all variations to your RACA security program submitted to the
Department.
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Attachment B: Contact, business structure and
organisational structure details and security
management arrangements
Provide the business structure and contact details in Attachment B. The job titles/positions you identify in
the ASIC table, Section 5.3 and Attachment B must align. A diagram of the business structure can be
inserted in this section, an example is provided below:
EXAMPLE AIRPORT CARGO FACILITY ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE DIAGRAM

Exampleville Council - Chief
Executive Officer
Mr Mickey Mouse

Example Airport - Airport Manager
Ms Minnie Mouse

Example Airport Cargo Facility Cargo Operations Manager and
security contact officer
Mr Easter Bunny

Example Airport Cargo Facility Deputy Cargo Operations Manager
and alternate security contact officer
Ms Tooth Fairy

Cargo shed and office staff
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Attachment C: Handling and treatment requirements
for cleared and uncleared cargo
This attachment will be provided to you upon request following lodgment of Part 1 of your RACA application
form.
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Attachment D: Sample Regular Customer
undertaking
Regular Customer undertaking
Attachment D is a sample template for Organisations that have Regular Customer undertakings. This is an
example document only.
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Attachment E: Timetable for implementation of
measures and procedures
Delete this attachment if all measures and procedures referred to in the RACA security program have been
implemented.
If not all measures and procedures described in the RACA security program have been implemented, enter
details into the template table in Attachment E where measures and procedures are yet to be implemented
by your Organisation.
Add additional rows as needed.
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Attachment F: Non-examining sites and/or facilities
Delete this attachment if your Organisation does not have any non-examining sites and / or facilities to
nominate.
Only one site and/or facility can be entered per table. If more than one site and / or facility is to be
nominated, duplicate table as needed.
Enter the sites and/or facilities operated by your Organisation, but which do not have the capability to
examine and give clearance to air cargo in accordance with the Department’s requirements, into the
template table provided in Attachment F.
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Appendix A: Checklist for RACA Applications
Use this checklist to get a preliminary overview of the RACA application requirements and as a final step to
make sure you have addressed all of the required criteria to make a submission.
Requirement

Completed

RACA Application Form (separate to security program template) has been completed
accurately in full. This must be attached with your RACA security program submission.

☐

Copies of equipment Purchase Orders, Invoices, or Installation Reports must be attached
with your RACA security program submission.

☐

Copies of the relevant Radiation License issued under state jurisdiction for any x-ray
equipment but must attached with your RACA security program submission.

☐

Organisation details entered accurately on the RACA security program cover page. The
Legal Entity Name must appear as it does on ABN Lookup from the Australian Business
Register. If the Legal Entity is a Trust, the identity of the Trustee for the Trust must also be
provided.
All nominated site and / or facility details have been entered accurately into Section 1.1
(examining sites) and Attachment F (non-examining sites). If more than one site and / or
facility is to be nominated, duplicate table as needed.
Section 1.2 of the RACA security program must be completed in full. The legal entity name
must be inserted where indicated. The legal entity name must be identical to the legal
entity name listed on the RACA security program cover page. The first and last name and
position title of the person agreeing to the security program must be completed, and the
date the agreement is made.

☐

☐

☐

Sections 4 – 10 of the RACA security program accurately describe the measures and
procedures which apply to the Organisation in relation to:
a) Facility security (Section 4)
b) Personnel security (Section 5)
c) Training (Section 6)

☐

d) Clearing cargo (Section 7)
e) Chain of custody for cargo (Section 8)
f) Handling high risk cargo (Section 9)
g) Oversight, quality assurance and incident response (Section 10)
The job roles/positions listed in Section 5 ASIC table, Section 5.3 Security Management
and Attachment B organisational structure are consistent and align.

☐
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Appendix B: Personnel security flowchart – who
needs an ASIC?
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